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SHADES OF GREEN

The word entrepreneur (according to Merriam-Webster) was first used in 
English in 1762, but its connotations since have certainly evolved.  
Etymologically, of course, it derives from the French:  entre (preposition 
=between/among/amongst/in between);  prendre (verb=to take/have/catch/
capture/seize/acquire);  and entreprendre (verb=to undertake, while 
‘enterprise’ refers to that which has been undertaken).  But is an entrepreneur 
an inventor? an innovator? a speculator? a risk-taker? a visionary? a particularly 
daring business person?  or some combination of those and more?
Economist Joseph Alois Schumpeter's (1883-1950) assertion that entrepreneurs 
share certain distinctive traits in common (http://www.businessdictionary.com/
definition/entrepreneur.html) is certainly compelling:

✦ they are not necessarily motivated by profit but regard it as a standard for 
measuring achievement or success

✦ they greatly value self-reliance
✦ they strive for distinction through excellence
✦ they are highly optimistic (otherwise nothing would be undertaken)
✦ and they always favor challenges of medium risk (neither too easy, nor ruinous)

(also see:  “What exactly is an entrepreneur?,” from the Schumpeter blog in The 
Economist, Feb 16, 2014.)

While we may not have had DEN in the early 80s to specifically encourage 
and support entrepreneurship at Dartmouth, many ambitious, creative 
classmates have forged distinguished entrepreneurial careers.  As a follow-up 
to our DEN issue, we reached out to some of them for their stories and this is 
what we heard…
 -Margaret & Lisa

DEN+Dali’s “THE PITCH” 
— WINNERS!  (March 2017) 

Congratulations to all the winners 
from The Pitch!

The Pitch is a public forum where 
inventors—students, faculty, and 
staff— make two-minute pitches for 
products they want to bring to 
market. Co-sponsored by DEN and 
DALI, DEN’s first prize is $2,000, 
and second is $1,500. DALI winners 
get technical assistance with 
software and websites. The People’s 
Choice winner, selected by the 
audience, gets $1,000.

DEN’s two winners are:

1st prize - Gift Crate, gift baskets 
for cancer survivors by survivors.

2nd prize - Turf,  a machine 
invented to improve turf on athletic 
fields. 

DALI’s two winners are: 

AlertDrive - a system of fatigue 
sensors and mechanisms that alerts 
drivers when they get drowsy.

Notist - A tool that lets people 
annotate Internet sites and share 
them in groups or keep them in 
personal notebooks.  Dartmouth 
student team!

The People’s Choice Award:  

Cormat - Given to a team 
developing a home health 
monitoring system for people with 
heart disease.

DEN =Dartmouth 
Entrepreneurship

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/entrepreneur.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/entrepreneur.html
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/entrepreneur.html
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Valerie & Dave Jenson’ 85, Scott Badger ’85, and Blaze - 1995

Scott Badger’85 & Dave Jenson ’85 

Scott and I started our first business in 1987.  It was a small video rental business with four locations from North 
Conway, NH to Lebanon, NH.  What we learned most was that we didn’t like running a video rental business. 

Scott got a pet wolf-hybrid named Blaze in 1988.  Valerie (now my wife) made a collar for Blaze out of some nylon 
webbing used to make rock-climbing harnesses, which resulted in lots of compliments and gave the three of us the 
idea to start Lupine.  See www.lupinepet.com/about-lupine.
 

Today, Lupine is one of the top manufacturers of pet collars and leashes in the USA.  We market our products 
through nearly 8000 retailers; from pet stores to animal hospitals, gift shops to hardware stores.  We expressly don’t 
sell to mass market chains like PetSmart and Petco.  All our products are assembled and sewn right here in Conway, 
where we currently employ 70+ talented people.

It would be an enormous exaggeration to say that we had a grand master plan for pet collar dominance!  The two 
inspirations we had starting out were firstly, to try to create a ‘brand’ in a market where there were none previously…
like Ben & Jerry’s for ice cream.  Secondly, we greatly admired the market image enjoyed by L.L.Bean’s guarantee.  
Our Even-if-Chewed Guarantee was our attempt to translate the L.L. Bean guarantee to the pet world.

Our advice for entrepreneurs runs counter to what you’ll hear at school, but here it is, in three parts:
1. Never write a business plan. Once something is written down, you’ll try to match reality to the document.  It is 

far better to stay flexible and react to the changes in the world around you.
2. Know as little as possible about your market.  If we’d known how we were supposed to run a dog collar company, 

we would have failed in 2-3 years.  So…we made up all kinds of stuff that made us unique.  If we’d tried to 
compete within the status quo, we would surely have failed.

3. Avoid seed capital.  Once you have money, you are likely to be stupid with it.  As a reminder, I still keep my 
$6000 t-shirt, which constituted my share of the $18,000 we wasted on a PR firm in the early ‘90s.  

http://www.dartmouth85.com
http://www.lupinepet.com/about-lupine%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
http://www.lupinepet.com/about-lupine%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
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Mark Caron ’85 

It really starts in the summers of 1980 and 1981 running a 
house-painting business with my high school friends.  
That's where I caught the bug of enjoying the full benefit 
of initiative and hard work (no boss skimming the 
profits), and having control over the team and the culture.  
Coming out of Dartmouth with a CS degree, I was more 
interested in business than pure tech.  Since the software 
industry was still quite small and mostly limited to 
supplying tech tools to enterprises, I went to work for GE 
figuring I could work in IT to learn about business.  My 
interest in getting closer to the end product and customer 
later led me to their Mobile Communications business, 
where I transitioned to a Product Manager.  Between that 
and my MBA, I felt ready to dive into a startup, which I 
did in 1993.   
 
If the internet had been more mature, I may have taken 
the dive and started my own company, but back then it 
was very expensive to launch a tech startup.  The well-
established path was to go work for a fast-growing tech 
company and learn the ropes before going out on your 
own.
 
I worked 7 years at Omnipoint, first in their technology 
business, and then with a team that spun off Omnipoint 
Communications (now the T-Mobile network in the 
Northeast).  It was a pretty crazy ride, growing from four 
of us to over 2,000 employees in under 5 years. That gave 
me confidence, insights, and connections to start my own 
company in 2000, getting back to my software roots.  
MobileSpring provided what would now be called Cloud-
based services to mobile network operators. We survived 
the “nuclear winter” of 2002 and managed to build a great 
business.  Unfortunately, I had lost majority control of the 
business through a difficult fundraising environment and 
then a merger.  My investors pressed for a sale right as 
revenue started to ramp nicely.  In hindsight, we sold way 
too early, which was frustrating, but that’s how the VC 
game works.
 
My next company didn’t work out. It was a very ambitious 
effort to improve the web/app experience on the first 
generation of Smartphones (Blackberry, Windows Mobile, 
Symbian).  We got a lot of interest, a few nice awards 
(“Top 10 Mobile App of 2009”), but when the iPhone 
started to dominate, and it became clear Apple would not 
allow any third party to customize the homescreen, our 
business faltered. 

They say you learn more from failure. My take is that you 
spend a lot more time thinking about what went wrong 
after failure.  There’s plenty that goes wrong with 

successful companies, but you just don’t focus on it when 
things turn out well. 
 
Looking to leverage my experience, and hopefully skip 
over the uncertain early stages of tech development and 
the search for product/market fit, I became CEO of a 
small software company.  It turned out to require a 
significant turnaround before we could enter the growth 
stage, but it was a great experience that allowed me to 
exercise lots of different business skills.

I’m currently helping several startups through those 
uncertain early stages, and looking at new opportunities, 
especially in the Artificial Intelligence area where there is 
tremendous promise in the coming years.  I’ve also been 
running the NYC chapter of the Dartmouth 
Entrepreneurial Network (DEN).  It’s been a fun bridge 
of my startup interest from the NYC area to Hanover. 
 
I've long been interested in how tech startups emerge 
from university research, and having had more time in 
Hanover recently with my kids (Jess '17 and Nick '19), I 
started advising two startups in Hanover:  Insight Replay 
(sports video) and Incente (healthcare).  Moving forward, 
I hope to do more with professors, grad students and 
undergrads working on innovative technologies.

In reflecting upon how Dartmouth prepared me for my 
entrepreneurial journey, I’ve always joked that I got the 
Liberal Arts version of a CS degree – no practical/
vocational knowledge, but a great understanding of how 
things work.  I think it’s helped me keep up with the ever-
changing world of technology.  More importantly, getting 
a great, balanced liberal arts education, and having the 
opportunity to develop leadership skills on the playing 
fields, at Alpha Delta (we shall return!), and elsewhere, 
enabled me to “figure stuff out.”

Nick, Lisa, Jess, and Mark Caron ’85

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Mike Davidson ’85 

It is fair to say that I was an entrepreneur before 
it was "a thing.”  I learned the word after I already 
had employees.  I started my company freshman 
year and my last job as an employee was mowing 
the lawns of the old Mary Hitchcock Hospital in 
the fall of 1981.

I was on heavy financial aid at Dartmouth, as my 
parents had four kids in college at the time.  I ran 
a painting franchise for four years, intending to 
earn money to pay for graduate school.  Junior 
year, I purchased my first apartment building with 
the proceeds from that business. I had acquired 56 
apartments by the time I graduated.

In the intervening years, I continued to grow the 
company into a large home improvement 
operation.  I also continued to invest in real 
estate.  Most recently, I have acquired downtown 
commercial, institutional, and industrial buildings 
and have redeveloped them into housing and 
lifestyle centers.  I am passionate about my work 
and it has been a challenging and fulfilling 
adventure. The path has been great and it has 
been terrible, but I have never been bored!

My wife Rachel, son Joe (14), daughter Piper (13), 
and I live in Antigua, Guatemala right now.  We 
spend the summers in New Hampshire.

Joe, Rachel and Piper at the Day of the Dead Kite Festival

Daniel Heyman ’85 
My husband Vincent Renou and I have recently created a 
new company:  Seapowet Educational Tours, LLC. 
We want to share our first-hand knowledge and 
experience in France and Japan with Americans who want 
to travel off the beaten path but don’t quite know how to 
do it.  Though we both have very full and interesting 
careers, we decided (crazily enough) to introduce a new 
venture in international tourism with Seapowet 
Educational Tours, LLC (“SET” for short).  SET runs 
one- to two-week trips for American adults to France and 
Japan, with a focus on delving into local cultural 
traditions, including French language classes on some 
trips and workshops in traditional Japanese paper making 
on others.  I can only credit Dartmouth (I did three 
foreign language trips while in college) for showing me 
how different a foreign experience can be when the goal 
is not necessarily to keep moving, but to stop moving and 
observe and participate in local customs and traditions. 
Now Vincent and I want to help others - at the other end 
of their professional careers - to have similar experiences 
in a relaxing and enriching way.

Vincent and I met in Blois in 1985 when I was a TA on a 
French LSA program there and Vincent was a college 
student in the school where Dartmouth rented its 
classrooms.  Our partnership of over 30 years has taken 
us around the world again and again, and it finally 
dawned on us that we should be in the business of taking 
people with us from time to time.  As a new company, 
SET runs limited, highly focused, and very individualized 
international tours, where we personally lead trips of 
cultural discovery for travelers willing to go to the places 
we love and want to share.  We offer some trips with pre-
arranged itineraries, and we hope to be able to work with 
families or groups in the future who approach us asking 
for a trip that reflects their group’s interests.  In the 
summer of 2018, we are planning to run a trip to China 
with some of my former graduate students as leaders.  
We ran one test trip last summer to the Loire Valley and 
Paris with 12 guests and all had a blast.  This coming 
summer, we are planning three trips to France in July:  
one dedicated entirely to a week of cooking classes in the 
small but elegant town of Richelieu, with French and 
international chefs;  the second again a tour of the Loire 
Valley, with additional days in Paris;  and the third a 
seaside tour of northern and southern Brittany on 
France's west coast.  SET is also organizing two one-week 
trips in Japan from December 17, 2017 through January 1, 
2018.  The first week will be an intensive traditional 
paper making workshop at the Awagami Paper Factory in 
rural Tokushima where I have led groups for seven years.

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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The second week (for those interested) will be based in 
Kyoto;  we will be touring temples, shrines, and 
gardens, and taking in 1500 years of art and 
architecture.  This trip was conceived as, each year, I 
take my RISD (Rhode Island School of Design) 
undergraduates to Tokushima to make paper, and 
several artists and art historians I know asked that we 
organize a trip so that they might go to Kyoto and 
make paper.  We are very hopeful that, if this trip is 
successful, more will follow.  At this point, all trips have 
plenty of room.  You can find out more at 
www.seapoweteducationaltours.com. 

We want to show people what life in France is like for 
the local people, so we bring people directly to the 
sources of French culture.  We visit vineyards and 
farmers markets and we spend a lot of time eating local 
products at riverside picnic tables.  We take our visitors 
to sip coffee in cafes in medieval provincial cities and 
then we just watch the street theater, the people 
walking by.  In French, we call this “joie de vivre!”

We love to discover things that are out of the way and 
off the beaten path, and so we thought:  why not bring 
people along and share these wonderful places?  We are 
both Rabelaisians, we love to eat and have a good time, 
take in the castles and the church sites, visit gardens 
and go for boat rides – why not use what we know to 
create memorable vacations for other people?

You can find out more at 
www.seapoweteducationaltours.com, or contact Daniel 
Heyman at daheyman833@gmail.com and 215-913-9663.

Where in the world is… ? 
Just over a year ago - in February 2016 - we 

began emailing a Class of 1985 Monthly News & 
Events enewsletter, with the objective of 

delivering more up-to-the-minute Dartmouth 
events information and other links, pictures, and 
details.  We hope you have been receiving them!  
Please contact us with your email address if you 

have not.   

We would love to have an accurate email 
address for every classmate, but we are missing 
addresses for at least 100 of us.  Please take a 
look at the names below.  If you are on the list, 
please send us your email address.  And if you 

know a good email address for any of our 
classmates listed here, please let us know.  

(You may also update your contact information 
directly by sending an email to the College at 

alumni.records@dartmouth.edu, or by calling Alumni 
Records at 603-646-2253.) 

  1. John B. Lannie 
  2.  Paul H. MacDonald 
  3.  Lincoln W. Yu 
  4.  A. Logan Wichern 

  5.  James Arthur Klockau

STAY IN TOUCH 

herringtonhome@gmail.com 
mmarder0269@comcast.net

Daniel Heyman ’85 and 
Vincent Renou

http://www.seapoweteducationaltours.com/
http://www.seapoweteducationaltours.com/
mailto:daheyman833@gmail.com
mailto:alumni.records@dartmouth.edu
http://www.seapoweteducationaltours.com/
http://www.seapoweteducationaltours.com/
mailto:daheyman833@gmail.com
http://www.dartmouth85.com
mailto:herringtonhome@gmail.com
mailto:mmarder0269@comcast.net
mailto:alumni.records@dartmouth.edu
mailto:herringtonhome@gmail.com
mailto:mmarder0269@comcast.net
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Bill Loginov ’85 

I am the principal attorney of a 5-lawyer / 10-
person, patent and IP (intellectual property) law 
firm based in Concord, NH that I founded, in 
part, to be closer to my growing list of 
Dartmouth-related clients and contacts, after 
spending nearly 20 years as a patent attorney 
and managing partner in Boston.  I count many 
student-founded startups as my clients (going 
back to the Gyrobike), which I have often 
represented in a pro-bono and semi-pro-bono 
capacity.  This includes Jay Batchu, featured in 
your last newsletter focused on DEN, for whom 
I have filed several patents.  A number of the 
Dartmouth, Tuck, and Thayer alumni (and 
doctors at DHMC) whom I have represented 
have achieved success with their ventures.

I am a regular speaker at DEN events, and will be conducting 
my usual workshop on Patent and IP law at the upcoming 
DEN Entrepreneurs Forum this May. By way of background, 
in my past presentations, we have done a summary of forms of 
intellectual property that generally apply to startups—Patents, 
trademarks, copyrights, in both the US and internationally, 
and what is needed to put these forms of protection in place 
(procedure, costs and what types of IP fall into what category 
of legal protection.  This presentation usually included how to 
work with a patent/IP lawyer to get the best outcome.  I often 
organized the presentation/lecture around a “Dartmouth-
inspired” case study I have represented.  In the past these case 
studies have included the Gyrobike (an ES 21 Student project 
and ATDynamics, a Tuck and Thayer originated venture that is 
known for a truck rear aerodynamic called the TrailerTail®.  In each 
case, the client in question had a range of IP needs across the spectrum 
of possible coverage.

In the past couple of years the presentation has morphed into more of a one-on-one workshop where folks come 
with specific questions that I will attempt to answer, most likely about potential startups and patentable concepts 
they are working on—I do quite a bit of pro-bono for ES 21 students, both to assist them in trying to build the next 
Gyrobike, and to impart a learning experience.  To this end, I often lead the students who come to me during one of 
these workshops in writing a patent application themselves, under my guidance, and then take over to make sure it’s 
right before we file it in the Patent Office, explaining what I did and why I did it. During the workshop, I get a 
discussion going with the attendees, typically bringing in portions of the above presentation, fielding questions on 
hypothetical and practical issues as we progress through the material.

This year’s workshop format is, again, a little different, so I will have to wait and see how it develops—bringing that 
natural sense of improvisation in the face of the unknown that I learned, at least in part, at Dartmouth—Bill 
Sleznick’s math class, Sink Night and the Cold-war era Leningrad FSP program immediately coming to mind on that 
front. 

On a personal note, I am remarried and live near Concord.  I have two children - Evan (21) and Anna (17) - by my first 
marriage.  Evan is attending college in Florida (nice gig) and Anna is deciding on colleges for next year (unfortunately, 
not Dartmouth).  I have three young children by my second marriage - ages 2, 1, and 0.

Bill and Jen at the Hanover Inn 
during Dartmouth Ventures 2014Bill Loginov ’85 and new daughter 

Eleina (at one month old - Feb 2017)

Bill Loginov ’85 (and his colleague Jeff Newman ’82, 
fellow GDX) presenting at Dartmouth Ventures 2014 at 

Tuck

http://www.dartmouth85.com
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Marcy Marceau ’85 

 Well, I guess you can classify me as an "entrepreneur" 
though it sounds a bit lofty for someone who's spent 
most of her life in the “trenches" of the food business. 
My husband (Chef and business partner too!) and I 
moved to the Upper Valley twenty years ago. We 
purchased a property in Sharon, Vermont that serves as 
our home and base of operations. Since running a B&B, 
catering, and raising two sons didn't give us enough to 
do, we renovated our antique barn and opened it as a 
restaurant back in 2007. What has been so wonderful 
and consistent over these years is the support of our 
Class - special thanks to Joe Riley ’85, Valerie 
Hartman ’85 and Todd Cranford ’85 for allowing us 
to feed the hungry ‘85s and their families during 
reunions! I love the opportunity to reconnect with 
everyone and hear about their amazing adventures. 
We’ve developed close relationships with other Classes 
as well, and it is a special and unique way to be a part of 
the "Dartmouth timeline.”

And now, on to the next "entrepreneurial adventure" - 
because for those of us in the food biz in the Upper 
Valley, necessity is the mother of re-invention. I'm 
launching my own line of frozen pastry and dessert 
items under the brand name Provenders Vermont. You 

can see the webpage (No, it's not a site. I could only 
manage a page at this point!) at www.provendersvt.com.  
As one of our dear catering clients said, "Yes, Marcy, 
supply side - that's the way to go!" There is so much to 
learn - packaging systems, UPC codes, label 
requirements, distribution, etc. - that it has taken me 
over three years, and the first line of products will come 
out this summer. WOW!  Exciting, scary, delicious - not 
to mention that all of the planning, testing, research, 
and set-up has to be done around the schedules and 
demands of the restaurant, the catering, and two 
teenage boys! Not necessarily in that order, of course, 
and I wouldn't have it any other way!

So Dartmouth has set up "DEN," which is a tremendous 
resource, but I figure I have the "Fabulous 85s" - if 
anyone has ideas, talents, experiences, guidance, or 
anything to share, please let me know! And I can't wait 
to see you all again, so if you're up in Hanover, we're 
only 20 minutes away.  There's coffee in the morning 
and cocktails in the afternoon...See you soon!

Marcy Marceau ’85 
and her family Idlewood - The Restaurant 

on Marcy Marceau ’85’s 
property in Sharon, 

Vermont

http://www.provendersvt.com/
http://www.dartmouth85.com
http://www.provendersvt.com/
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Carolina Kuczynski Reid ’85 

Greetings classmates.   
I am here to talk to you about a venture. Stretch, for 
Families. I am Co-Founder and CMO. Stretch is a 
secure, hacker proof way to take control of your medical 
and financial data and ensure it is visible to the most 
important people in your family and inner circle. We 
integrate with financial institutions, file management 
systems, and soon, with medical data management 
companies.  

I helped design Stretch with my husband. I was a Rocks 
Major at Dartmouth, but after GE Medical systems in 
Europe, my 2nd big job, I left to begin a custom Internet  
applications development company in New York.
  
Stretch gives you one place to back up your financial 
data, and keep track of your financial documents, 
ownership documents, mortgages, warranties, medical  
imagery, lab work and all your shared contacts. You take 
a photo or a file, or integrate it securely from an existing 
app. Then just keep it safe until you need it.  We 
use a cloud service. Not too coincidentally, it’s the same 
highly secure cloud service that the CIA uses. They have 
NOT been hacked.  

Why do I worry? Why do I need my data accessible, 
sharable, and organized? Part of  it is I want others 
whom I trust to have access to it, so I can be free and 
off the grid because I like to roam and hike, as a lot of us 
do. Also, in case of emergency, I want it all on the ready. 
I guess it’s the type of person you are. Some of us hike 
with a snakebite kit and a water bottle.  

To build Stretch, we enlisted top data and military 
security gurus to build the technology underlying the 
back end of the application.

The critical thinking behind Stretch is simply this:
  
#1 Are you (your assets, address, kids’ data, medical 
conditions, and SS#) a dim sum brunch for Mister 
Robot? 

#2 Are you a Red Wood Tree? 

Alex Muromcew ’85 

I am actively with a group in Jackson, WY called Silicon 
Couloir (www.siliconcouloir.com), which fosters 
entrepreneurship in Teton Valley.  Chris Hessler ’85 and 
Liza Millet ’95 are also board members.  I do angel 
investing and mentorship through the group.  I am also an 
investor in Chris Hessler’s latest start-up, Linkwell Health.

What got me into angel investing?  Two things:  One, 
being involved with Silicon Couloir was a really good way 
to connect with the community here.  It is very 
stimulating to see what creative business ideas are 
percolating in Jackson.  Two, having invested in listed 
companies for most of my career, looking at start-ups is an 
exciting change and challenge - a different way for me to 
use my MBA tool kit.

I have learned the hard way that the most important 
criterion when investing in start-ups is the management 
team, the people. Of course, evaluating people is a 
difficult skill - more art than science. Two successful 
companies that I invested in have been run by Dartmouth 
grads, so undergrad or grad school affiliation is a natural 
filter. I have invested in all sorts of companies: energy, 
toys, healthcare related, software, and apparel. I don't have 
a real focus or speciality. A couple of companies I would 
plug are Chris Hessler ’85’s company 
www.linkwellhealth.com, and a local Jackson company 
www.yellowberrycompany.com, which makes bras and 
other apparel for tween girls.  It is a very inspirational 
company. 

As for life in Jackson, it is great! I am fortunate that I am 
able to work remotely part time here, and fortunate that 
air service has improved over the 7 years that we have 
lived here. Jackson is a great place to raise children and 2 
of our 4 children are competitive Nordic skiers.

Competitive Nordic skiers 
Nikita (13) and Alex (16) 

with dad,                          
Alex Muromcew ’85

STRETCH

http://www.dartmouth85.com
http://www.siliconcouloir.com/
http://www.linkwellhealth.com/
http://www.yellowberrycompany.com/
http://www.siliconcouloir.com/
http://www.linkwellhealth.com/
http://www.yellowberrycompany.com/
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Kid yourself no longer, from this day forth:  our 
democracy is in fact being hacked. We spent time with 
the world’s top security experts working on this project.  
Minor point: it takes less than 10 minutes to crack a 
lowercase 6-digit password.  And data that sits on a PC 
or laptop? …same:  totally hackable. Anything that has 
ever been networked and has no high-level security is 
easy prey.

Some data points: in 2015 (a year for which I had data 
easily sharable) nearly 200 million personal records 
were hacked.  A 2017 consulting report from PWC 
confirms that fewer than 48% of companies have basic 
safeguards in place. In short, there will be some days 
when we can’t get ahold of vital personal files when we 
need them from our medical, government, financial, or 
educational institutions.  Good idea to have your own 
copies. 

Before you start building up a really, super big file 
drawer in your attic (my husband, children, and I have 
about 15,000 pieces of shared data now), let’s consider 
the Red Wood Trees. Sharing is important. And attic 
drawers are none too portable. Technology hasn’t been 
very helpful in the past on sharing. In the early days of 
technology, we liked to think of ourselves as little 
islands of self-sufficient hipness, sashaying along with 
our music libraries and our personal calendars. Just 
consider who built the early technologies. Busy people. 
Single dudes. They built something they alone could 
use. Increasingly, we are learning that in society, it’s the 
network and the sharing of subtle pieces of information 
that matter most and power the whole.  

So we interviewed hundreds of families, re-conceived 
sharing from the ground up, and built Stretch. Because 
to be truly strong, you need to rely on your people;  and 
to rely on them, you need to empower them and keep 
them fully informed. Do you know why the Red Wood 
trees grow so tall? Because their roots are all 
intertwined:  8 ½ feet deep and thousands of miles 
wide.  

Stretch is on iPhone now, launching in Android in 7  
weeks, and then on the web soon after that.  

PS. If you are interested, and if I have totally freaked 
you out, we do have a service, which for a small fee will 
scan all your files and set it up for you. Just get them off 
that old PC in the attic, please!

We are in Austin, Texas mostly, and in NW 
Connecticut in the summers, schedules permitting.

Carolina Kuczynski Reid ’85 
and her family

the root system of a 
redwood tree

the Stretch app:  
some screenshots
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Jeff Weitzman ’85 

I didn’t really start thinking of myself as an 
entrepreneur until a year or so ago. If I’d thought about 
the dictionary definition of the term, I might have 
much earlier allowed that it fit. Whatever. I’m 
comfortable with the label now. Besides, it’s an easier 
answer than trying to explain the various roles over 
many years.

My first entrepreneurial-ish venture (not counting a 
middling lawn cutting business as a teenager) began in 
law school, as a founding sysop on a Mac-related online 
service; the first public online service with a graphical 
user interface. That was my first real experience with 
the online world and virtual communities, and it very 
much influenced the rest of my career. A few years later, 
while an associate at a big NY law firm, a friend and I 
started a dispute resolution service called ADR 
Resources. My partner made a living at it for a number 
of years, but honestly I was not ready to take the 
financial risk of quitting my cushy job and joining him 
full time. See? Not really an entrepreneur.

A couple of years later, I left the firm and helped create 
the first online service for lawyers: Counsel Connect. 
My earlier experience helping launch an online service 
and my legal career made me rather uniquely suited for 
the job back in 1993. This time I was ready to take the 
risk and a cut in salary, but the service was backed by 
American Lawyer Media (ALM), so again, I didn’t feel 
like an entrepreneur, just a kid with a passion for this 
new online thing and a knack for translating technology 
into terms business people and consumers could 
understand. Counsel Connect was pretty successful, 
and we transitioned the platform from a proprietary 
network to this newfangled thing called the World 
Wide Web in 1996. ALM was sold to a private equity 
firm in 1997, and the new owners weren’t quite sure 
what to make of this online thing in the middle of a 
newspaper and magazine company. Management tried 
to come up with a business plan to spin it out, but none 
of us really knew much about VCs and financing. So off 
I went for a short stint at a friend’s enterprise software 
firm before coming back around to startups and online 
publishing.

By late 1998, online advertising was the prevailing 
revenue model for the Web, and I joined a startup 
internet promotions company founded by Seth Godin, 

now a well-known marketing guru. Before I even 
started, we were acquired by Yahoo!, which at the time 
was only a few years old, a few hundred people, and 
booming. Off we went to California to take a chance 
that this Internet thing might amount to something 
real. It was risky, it was a startup (albeit a public 
company already known around the world), but I had 
health care, so entrepreneur? Not really.

Yahoo grew, the bubble burst, the corporate politics set 
in, and that just wasn’t my thing. In 2002 I left to join a 
friend who had started a company to let people print 
manufacturer’s coupons off the Internet. We grew from 
10 people to 200 over the next six years, and I learned 
to use every bit of my fancy business education. Oh 
wait, I was a pre-med Philosophy major who went to 
law school. I had no business education. It’s amazing 
what you can learn by working with smart people and 
making a lot of mistakes. That little coupon company 
went public a few years ago, long after I’d left, but I was 
starting to think that maybe I was at least a little 
entrepreneur-y. After an aborted attempt at starting a 
sort of TV Guide for online video (in 2009 — timing is 
everything), and a stint at a non-profit for children’s 
media, a friend called about joining him to reboot a 
struggling ad tech firm.

Buysight was a pioneer in that annoying but amazingly 
effective online advertising technology called 
“retargeting.” Made famous by the story of “the pants 
that followed me around the Internet,” we were at the 
forefront of real-time bidding for online ad space, ad 
exchanges, and machine learning. Unfortunately, we 
were also a bit dysfunctional, and after a couple of years 
struggling to grow revenue, the company was sold to 
AOL. Soft landing for the team, but no home run. 
What to do next? There was one thing I hadn’t really 
done yet, and in Silicon Valley, it was everything: get 
funded.

A mutual friend connected me with a co-founder with a 
nascent mobile messaging platform, and Go Factory 
was born. We started from scratch, working out of 
Bryan’s apartment, whiteboarding the product, the go-
to-market strategy, the branding. We compiled lists of 
potential investors and hit the road. Sand Hill Road. 
The famous gauntlet of VC firms that every founder 
must run. We pitched, we got rejected. We adjusted, we 
got rejected. “This is awesome, but I already have 
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three similar companies in my portfolio.”… “Nice. 
But I’m not sure about the go-to-market.”… 
“Come back when you have some traction.”… It 
seemed that in order to get money, you need to 
prove that you don’t need money. Anger, self-
doubt, frustration, elation. These are the daily 
mood swings of an entrepreneur. Finally! I felt 
like one. Mostly in the rear from the door hitting 
us on the way out. Nevertheless, Go Factory did 
get funded. By then, we’d pivoted from a cool 
group messaging app to an industrial internet of 
things platform. Long story. But I really wanted to 
do something consumer-facing, and I didn’t know 
much about the industrial software world, so we 
hired a CEO and I took some time off. Until that 
same friend from Buysight called about starting 
something new.

This time, we didn’t even have an idea. We 
brainstormed all sorts of things and eventually 
decided that our mutual interest in DIY home 
renovation projects would make us well-suited to 
starting a gig-economy-style service for hiring 
skilled contractors. We build a simple test 
website, lined up some flooring contractors, and 
ran a test. Over the next few weeks, we talked 
ourselves out of that business pretty easily. What 
else could we do? This new Bitcoin thing was all 
the rage, what about that? I did some research. 
Blockchains were cool. In fact, I’m convinced that 
blockchain technology could become as much of a 
backbone technology as the internet itself. We 
had to get in! We started out with secure 
document signing and quickly pivoted into 
identity management. We got funded. Fun! Then 
another reality of entrepreneurship took hold: 
sometimes partners don’t get along well under 
pressure. We parted ways and I rode my bike a lot. 
Meanwhile, Go Factory was being acquired by 
another private company, and I eventually stepped 
in to lead marketing for the combined company.

So, a real entrepreneur at last. I guess. As far as I 
knew, I was just having fun, until I wasn’t, and 
then I tried something else. It’s worked out pretty 
well so far.

Family is great. Molly is off to Chapman next year. 
Zach is finishing up sophomore year and starting 
driver’s ed soon!  He’s also growing like a weed. Eli 
is enjoying Tulane.

Jeff Weitzman ’85, 
Molly, and Rachel on 
Molly’s admission to 
Chapman University

Rachel and 
Zach

Eli in Volcano, CA, a 
gold rush era town in 

the Sierra foothills

Jeff Weitzman ’85 on stage at 
TechCrunch Disrupt, NY’s Startup 

Battlefield in 2015

Molly
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News from our Classmates… 
Chris Collimore ’85 

I am getting my PhD in Atmospheric Science. My 
dissertation is on hurricane formation. I am very happy 
with my research. I found some big stuff. The research 
is all done, now I just have to finish writing it up. I hope 
to finish by June. I have no idea what I will do after 
graduation, but right now I am loving life and enjoying 
the ride.

Julie Mazman ’85 

I’ve really enjoyed reading our recent Class Newsletters, 
with interesting story lines featuring our classmates, and 
I felt inspired to send a brief note of thanks to Lisa, my 
Blue Zoo roommate, and Margaret, complimenting 
them on their efforts.  They were very appreciative.  
And then came quickly back with:  it would be nice to 
have an update from you, too…  so here I am.  My road 
diverged a few times with adventures and challenges 
with great Dartmouth encounters along the way. 
I could have appeared in last year’s Career Changers 
issue, as I left behind my career in corporate marketing 
to join Wiser Partners, a boutique retained search firm, 
focused primarily on executive Marketing roles. 
Coincidentally, the founding partner is David Wiser ’87. 
It’s great to have the flexibility to work from my home 
office and I enjoy building relationships with both 
clients and candidates.

I spent most of the new millennium in the Los Angeles 
area, experiencing the highlights of living in Santa 
Monica and then, Pasadena. I met my husband, Gary 
Van Wagner, about 11 years ago when I got laid off from 
my job at Warner Bros. and had outplacement 
assistance at Right Management. He worked across the 
hall – and started a conversation with me by asking 
whether there was anything wrong at Right?

We recently moved to Sacramento, CA and are happily 
enjoying its friendly, small town feel and “farm to fork” 
cuisine. Our move brought us closer to Gary’s son and 
his son Liam (our grandson), where we’ve embraced the 
joys of being um, grand parents. There is no spectator 
sport quite as entertaining as 5-year old T-ball.  And oh, 
yes, we have our dog Brady with us too – and yup, he’s 
the greatest puggle there ever was. 

While I’ve certainly felt (yikes!) the signs of aging, I do 
have great memories that help compensate. I was 
recently back in Chicago for my 25th Kellogg reunion 
and got to connect with fellow ’85s Andy Ford and his 
wife Laura, along with Dave Hall and the inimitable 
Sam Zales ’86. And speaking of Chicago, I had to reach 
out to John Greabe to say congrats when the Cubs 
finally won their World Series.

After Kellogg, I worked for Sara Lee Corporation 
throughout most of the 90’s. Back then, the 
conglomerate owned Champion, the athletic apparel 
company, which I hear from my niece and her friends is 
coming back into vogue. My boss at Sara Lee asked me 
to move to the newly opened Paris office for a year - 
and of course, I did. I fondly remember a random visit 
from John Wolfe, where at dinner, he called for the 
waiter – “GarCon!” — and flamboyantly declared the 
wine “Formidable!”  After Paris, I moved to Italy, where 
Champion Europe was headquartered, and I spent 4 
years there – first, in Florence and then, in Carpi – not 
Capri but Carpi – a small town outside of Modena, 
which is outside of Bologna, which is halfway between 
Milan and Florence. All in all, a great experience and I 
finally learned to speak a foreign language for real. 

When I first came back to the US, I toggled between 
my hometown of Boston, MA and California, which was 
calling my name. I had a chance to reconnect with San 
Fran friends John Palmer and Joe Niehaus. 
Ultimately, I chose Santa Monica, where the internet 
craze was taking off and the beach and weather were 
spectacular. I reconnected with Ted Meisel who, after 
a very successful internet career, is now focused on 
health care, and I got to enjoy more time with Gayle 
Gilman, who moved in down the street from me with 
her growing family.  From Sacramento, it’s an easy drive 
to San Fran, where another Blue Zoo’er roommate lives: 
Dr. Lynn Brody and her husband Dan are in Marin; 
and Kate Lauer and her husband Mati and their 3 kids 
are in Berkeley. While I don’t get back East that often, 
when I do, I always see Emily Saltzman and we share 
a few laughs. Another Friend of the Blue Zoo who I’ve 
seen on both coasts is Dr. Holly Andersen, whose star 
continues to rise as, among other things, she’s raising 
awareness of the importance of heart health for women. 

All in all, the road somewhat less traveled has treated 
me very well, and I look forward to making it to a 
Dartmouth Homecoming or Reunion – and to 
reconnecting with more of you and sharing a smile. 
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Julie Mazman ’85 and her husband, Gary Van Wagner, 
with their grandson, Liam.

Though ’round the 
girdled earth they 
roam…  

It’s a small world out there!  
You never know when you 
might run into a fellow 
Dartmouth ’85.  Please send 
us your pictures from 
random meetings around 
the globe!  (Pictures from 
planned get-togethers most 
welcome, too.)

Beth Hobbs ‘85 and Frank 
Cerveny ’85 ran into each other 

in a London pub!

 Bones Gate 85 gathering at Todd Cohen ’85’s place  
in the Smokey Mountain foothills near Asheville, NC : 
(l to r) Scott Erdman ’85, Alexander Muromcew 
’85, Tim Higley, ’85, Andy Cohen ‘85, Scott 
Schneider ‘85, Todd Cohen ‘85, Michael D. 
Myers ‘85, Mike Balmuth ’85 and Patrick J 
Connolly ‘85 (at High Falls)

A day in the sun                      
in Puerto Vallarta:

(back l to r):  Tracy 
Kuehn, Lynda 

Messerman, Dave 
Daub ’85

(front l to r):  Jake 
Kuehn ’85, Chris 
Veator ’85 & Anne 

Veator
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Joe Riley – jriley851@gmail.com 
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Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 
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Laura Yecies – lyecies@gmail.com 

Bereavement Chair 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 

Class Project Chairs  
Linda Blockus – blockusl@gmail.com 
Veronica Jenkins – jenkinsvnj@gmail.com 
Pam Ponce Johnson – poncejoh@yahoo.com 

Gift Planning Chair  
Beth Hobbs – hobbsnc@mac.com 

Head Agents 
Joe McGee – joseph.mcgee@roxburypartners.com 
George Eldridge – georgeeldridge@comcast.net 
Joe Niehaus - jniehaus@housatonicpartners.com 

Mini-Reunion Chairs 
Todd Cranford – tlc31esq@yahoo.com 
Valerie Hartman – vhartman711@gmail.com 
NYC Chair: Gary Ryan - minagary63@gmail.com 
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Lisa Herrington –herringtonhome@gmail.com 
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News from our Class Officers…

 “Double the news” for ’85s                                                
and the Dartmouth College Fund!!

For May and June, a special ’85 challenge is being offered 
with the goal of increasing participation - hopefully by an 
additional 175 classmates to get to our 2017 goal of 40%!  We are 
currently at 22% participation and have a way to go so 
please send your gift today!!!  The newly announced ’85 
Challenge, generously provided by an anonymous 
classmate, will double all gifts given during the months 
of May and June up to a total match of $50,000.
 
So far, we have raised $669,000 toward a goal of 
$900,000.  Remember, gifts of ANY size go toward 
our participation goal!  And yes, as we waited until the 
last minute to write our papers, we as a class tend to wait 
until the end of the school calendar year to give, so………. 
 
The ’85s are trending behind the participation rate for the 
fund overall so please help us get to 40%!! 
 
To give, simply go to http://
www.dartmouthcollegefund.org/.

Go Big Green!

Joe McGee ‘85 and George Eldridge ‘85

mailto:tlc31esq@yahoo.com
http://www.dartmouth85.com
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What are you 
reading? 
Are you finally reading up on a 
subject that has always intrigued you?  
Care to share your Book Club’s latest selection?

Send us your recommendations to share with 
our classmates!  Title and author - and a few 
words about why you’d recommend it.

Good friends, good books, and a sleepy 
conscience:  this is the ideal life.   -Mark Twain

Enduring Vietnam: An American Generation 
and Its War 
www.alumni.dartmouth.edu
by  Kristen Maffei
3/28/17

Advocating for veterans has always been a priority for 
President Emeritus James Wright ’64a. Now, his new 
book, Enduring Vietnam:  An American Generation and Its 
War, is opening up a dialogue about the Vietnam War 
and its impact on a generation of servicemen and 
women. A former Marine Corps lance-corporal, Wright 
has focused on research and supporting veterans in 
education since stepping down as president in 2009.

Enduring Vietnam puts a human face on the young 
Americans who fought in Vietnam and on the families 
who grieved those who did not return. The book 
describes the baby boomers’ 1950s childhoods, reasons 
for going into the military, and what it was like to serve 
and eventually come home. Wright took on substantial 
interviews with those who served and as a result, 
Enduring Vietnam depicts the cruelty of the war and its 
quiet acts of courage in rich detail.

 James Wright ’64a, President Emeritus and Eleazar Wheelock Professor of 
History at Dartmouth College, and his wife, Susan DeBevoise Wright 

’69a, Dean of the Dartmouth Class of 1985

Enduring Vietnam Tour Dates: 
New London, NH—Thursday, May 18, 4 p.m.
Morgan Hill Bookstore
253 Main Street

Philadelphia, PA—Tuesday, May 30, 5 p.m.
World Affairs Council
One South Broad St.

Cambridge, MA—Wednesday, May 31, 7 p.m.
Porter Square Books
25 White Street

New York, NY—Monday, June 5, 7 p.m.
Half King Pub
505 West 23rd Street

Hanover, NH—Friday, June 9, 4 p.m.
Dartmouth Bookstore, Book signing only

http://www.dartmouth85.org
http://www.alumni.dartmouth.edu
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